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Swami comes into mandir during bhajans when Navya is singing Murali 
Krishna. After singing, Navya goes over to Swami and sits in his chair. 
 
Swami: Good job, Navya, yes.  Give me kiss. Good. One more 
kiss. Ah!  Thank you. Go, I have to do my class. Everything has to 
be cheerful and to learn the songs, including me. Such a dare you 
singing in this age - pure joy, but many people is very super-shy.  
Say, "Welcome to Guru Purnima to everybody." 
 
Swami: Welcome. 
 
Navya:  Welcome. 
 
Swami:  to... 
 
Navya: to... 
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Swami: Guru Purnima. 
 
Navya:  Guru Purnimah. 
 
Students: Thank you - clapping and laughing.  
 
 
Swami: Lets enjoy the clarity and divinity and dignity! That's our 
goal. Good.  Let's enjoy... 
 
Navya:   Let's enjoy....  
 
Swami:   the clarity.... 
 
Navya:    the clarity... 
 
Swami:   and the Divinity… 
 
Navya:   and Divinity... 
 
Swami:    and dignity. 
 
Navya:    and dignity. 
 
Students: Laughing and clapping 
 
Swami: That's our goal - that's our goal. 
 
Navya:  That's our goal. 
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Students: (Laughing and clapping) 
 
Swami: Ok, go, go  - Mommy's there.  Good night. 
 
Everybody claps again. 
 
Swami: Good… Welcome, my Dear Divine Souls.  This precious 
moment, and precious time in front of the Baba, Guru Parampara, 
the precious time of the Guru Purnima festival but I'm really so 
proud of everybody who is really inspired and want to learn the 
depth by depth of the Guru Parampara and their characterism.  It's 
not a joke, my Dear Divine Souls, to understand the Guru 
Parampara that clarity. Whatever the controls is coming, whatever 
the criticisms is coming, whatever the crazy people is talking on 
the Guru Paramparas - that the clouds, that the clouds - it comes 
and goes.  It comes?  
 
Students: and goes.  
 
Swami: My subject in this Guru Purnima, majority of what I 
concentrated it… first let the senior students will take care: the 
master and the student, in-depth their relationships.  How the 
master will give the strong illusions, and how much the student 
can able to take care that.  That's Point one.   
Point two - the Mother nature, the illusions, how much She's 
giving punch in your normal life, and how to escape from that 
illusions, and to be come out. It's a most important secret 
techniques - night and day I'm working on it, night and day.   
Believe me I'm not…many people they talk unnecessarily, 
whatever, on your Swami - gossips.  No - gossips is a gossips.  On 
the day as a siddha… siddha means a creativity character – he 
need his own angle to be relax. Baba choosed one of the angle of 
the relaxation, your Swami choosing one of the relaxation, Jesus 
Christ, he choosed the one of the way of the relaxation. Of course 
I'll put with evidence. It is the time, it's the last Guru Purnima 
what I'm celebrating here with you.  
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Until if you're not hurting anybody, you're not damaging 
somebody's feelings, you're always dignity… Somebody, people 
want to do blackmail. So far the spirituality got damaged with the 
conspiracies.  You took entire spiritualism, all the leaders they all 
died consequences, point one. Point two, and they took the 
somebody's karma, and they faced it that negative karma, and 
they gave the positive karma, still they're blaming it - that is the 
human nature.  
The human is the most divine, and the same time some angles, 
some characters it's a very dangerous. Whenever you're giving a 
sword to somebody, a knife is a power, how they're going to 
utilize that?  Sometimes even to the master the maya will attracted 
it. That's why Shirdi Baba, he tried his maximum best.  Jesus 
Christ, he have beautiful students around him. Nobody one got 
succeed, finally he got crucified, then Mother Mary she healed, 
and some his colleagues, we helped, who broughted him to India.  
You will see the unbelievable information whatever I'm putting, 
each letter, each word, it's not a joke. For today, it will be immortal 
statement with the evidence, forever and ever - all the techniques, 
and all the greatness of the, all gurus, the secret of the power.   
Devotion is important, good.  Power more, is more important 
nowadays.  Without power you cannot do anything in this life, 
you cannot heal in this life, to the globe.  A knife have no 
sharpness - who cares? It’s like an iron rod. The power is 
important.  How to make it that your soul power to increase in a 
beautiful way, to sharp enough?  That depends on you and your 
practice, and your dedication and your devotion, and your 
determination and your purely concentration, then you really can 
hit it. No doubt on that. 
Once you have the divine power with you, in you, yes you can 
create. You will create some wisdom in the planet. Paramahamsa 
Ramakrishna, Paramahamsa he checked, checked, checked, 
checked, checked finally Vivekananda came.  He’s little like 
aggressive person, but a great meditator - Guru sadhana person. 
In this, my Ninety Days Program, of course in this period of time 
also, I’ll give the bullet points, final bullet points how the 
Paramahamsa trained with Vivekananda. Even Yogananda, he 
wrote some literature on the Jesus Christ. He declared after how 
many years later he needed to print?   Fifty years? 
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Monika T:  Fifty years. 
 
Swami:  “Fifty years after I died, try to print that.”  It means, on 
the day the hearts is not opened.  He written it… I been there in 
his ashram and several, several, several times around his pond, 
and his boat, and his museum, and his house.   Everywhere I 
walked in Los Angeles in America.  I walked in Pacific Palisades I 
think - still I remember. 
“Fifty years later try to print out.” It means definitely they damage 
the spiritual leaders. So far the biggest sufferers is the spiritual 
leaders.  If you talk negative on somebody, everybody start to 
want to listen that.  If you talk positive, just they look at it, then 
come out - get out.  It’s ok they won’t concentrate on that.  Society 
day-by-day is getting pollution.  The society means the humanism, 
human psychology - crazy day-by-day. Upcoming generation the 
youth, after thirty, forty years later, the youth, I don’t think so 
even they will come and put a candle in front of the Jesus or Baba 
or…I don’t think so… 
You are the guys. Need to come up and bring the light, and make 
the awareness of the divine, the ancient information, the evidence.  
Yes, let them practice, practice, practice - just you see it.  Few years 
kid Navya, and she darely she sat there, and she gave a song and 
she left.  That you need to create more than hundred times 
powerful!  Some people they think Monika T is bad, some people 
think she’s good, some people think she’s a little psychiatric, some 
people think we cannot understand her.  You have to think what 
you believed, you understand? Is between you and Monika T.  
What angle you seen it and what you got it - that is important.  
Somebody’s opinion doesn't help.   
Start the day with positive, lead the day with positive, end the day 
with positive, sleep the night with positive, wake up with positive 
- every person have the good qualities and negative qualities.  Try 
to look always positive - your life will be positive.  If you keep 
going on the negative, your life will turn as a negative.  It’s a very, 
very, very, very bad disease - there is no cure.  Once you’re 
starting a doubting nature on your wife, on your husband, in your 
business, any angle - that will ruin your life.  
This prayer, this many times I have to do the jappa.  Really, I have 
to do the jappa? What I gain it? Nonsense… Swami gave this 
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mantra.  Ok, I have to chant ten thousand eight times, oh yeah.  I 
have to do it, ok.  When is the malas finishing?  Just let the mala 
keep go, just your concentration the mala need to be run out.  That 
doesn’t help.  That… 
 
Students: Doesn’t help. 
 
Swami:  Be concentrate.  Be?  
 
Students: Concentrate. 
 
Swami:  Concentrate.  And moreover, it’s very quite interesting 
mails is came on my desk. Crazy people writing this and that, that, 
this, some students, few students - it’s not healthy, and they keep 
sending to somebody and damaging their feelings.  It disturbs 
your Womb Chakra once if you keep going on that.  You look at it; 
ignore it. From the I started the ashram until to now, tons of 
negative articles is came, super tons of positive articles, paper 
news articles also came.  They throw the bombs - one boy is died. 
Fine, and somebody is manipulating it. Let it happen.  It’s a part of 
life - leave it.  Just I look at it, uh-huh, thanks, good.  But, they 
don’t know they are playing with power. I’m not cursing.  
Electricity wire, you can’t see the power.  Once if you touched it, 
once they touched it, it’s over.  Why?  I’m sorry to say this, I like to 
be much forgiving nature, at the same time, I’m a Shakti.  I’m a? 
 
Students:  Shakti. 
 
Swami: Cannot play with the power with a Shakti, the Guru 
Parampara Shakti. It is not my Shakti, that is the big boss Shakti - 
very dangerous to play with unnecessarily, with the Guru 
Parampara, very dangerous. Even I'm very quiet around my 
certain angels - that girls is not joke, they will finish the work, they 
will come back. Keep I'm saying, wait, wait, wait, wait, wait, wait! 
I'm there and several days back in Germany, and I sent the Clint 
Thompson to the Vatican and I want to make him to show the 
whole Vatican.  Do you have the whole thing? 
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Clint:  Yes, yes, yes Guruji.  
 
Swami:  You have it.  
 
Clint:  I have it. 
 
Swami: The whole Vatican story I'll explain it. First step, he'll 
play...how many minutes total?  
 
Clint: Well, unedited it's four hours of video, and 2,500 
photographs.  
 
Swami:  No problem. They can all be awake the whole night. He's 
in the Laytonville, in America, I'm in Germany and I called him. 
He immediately take off. A few days back I come, complete pin to 
pin - shoot it. I'll explain what is what, because of, with the 
evidence I want to point-to-point he need to know the reality. 
That's important. It's not my commentary what you seen there, 
and what my explanation there. He putted both there. “Come up 
with your own clarity. Period.” I'm a simple peanut in front of the 
Baba feet. So, don't get confused whenever you are here. I hope 
the senior students will lead the, the link between the master and 
the student more depth. I think more than nine years back I taught 
in the Malligi Hotel, Bimba Pratibimba. Myuri, you remember?  
 
Myuri:  Yes.  
 
Swami:  You have that knowledge still?  
 
Myuri: In a transcript.  
 
Swami:  What? 
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Myuri:  Your talk is there. 
 
Swami:  Just you go that Bimba Pratibimba. You were real in 
clarity, your picture, not your face - your soul. A lot of depth nine, 
ten years back I taught. Just you go through that. Since years and 
years, and years, and years, keep talking, talking, talking, talking... 
I don't want to talk too much - just give it. Give the information, 
give the experiences, some knowledge, transmission, purification. 
Majority this Guru Purnima my concentration, one of the top point 
is complete purification - complete purification. I will find my own 
time. I will come to you guys.  
With the Sri Chakra, the lotus flowers it is up to you - you can 
charge it and your pour on your Baba's feet and his head, and 
some lotus petals put on your power spot and seal it. Seal it 
means, I'll give the pin number. Clear? Again I talk on that, the 
Kumbamela process. Do you have that information Myuri?  
 
Myuri:  Yes, different things you've talked on that...  
 
Swami:  Explain it, Kumbamela and the Benares Ghat, in the 
Benares, hundreds of thousands of the saints, Digambaras, with 
vibhuti, and with the...powerful people - that energy, lighting the 
candles and putting in the river. I think somebody have the photos 
on the Kumbamela.  Who have that Kumbamela pictures?   
 
Christinea: I have some. 
 
Swami:  You have some?  
 
Christinea:  I have some from the internet.  
 
Swami:  Be prepared. Be prepared. I seen in the western countries 
guys, there is a different style - this is a different style, style in the 
sense of the knowledge. Western minds come to the ancient 
information, and where you missing it?  Where?  
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Students:  You are missing it.  
 
Swami: Where is the bridge is broken to the globe. Ultimately, 
there is a something there is a need to be a bridge - that, how we 
need, you need to fix it. That's your job. Learn it. You pretty good 
learned a lot of knowledge. Final climax touch up, I'll give it. Make 
the bridge. Make that information to flow with evidence. Don't 
talk without evidence.  
For example, if you took the Vaastu Shastra, Southwest swimming 
pool, Northeast is cut - very tragedy life. There is no evidence but 
is there, is the groups of the experiences of the testimonies is there. 
Practically, whenever I visited, especially in the Dave house, East 
is going up, and I went to his office and I looked it. I opened the 
windows - gigantic mountain in the east! Thanks! Southwest 
slope, ocean, huge slope! Poor Anya, she begged me, “Please 
come, come, come, come, come, come, come my house, please!” 
And she cooked the potato curry. I sat on her desk outside, and ah, 
looking the ocean and ah - I can't tell it. “I'm eating, your house is 
a crazy, bad Vaastu. You cannot live here!”  I can't tell it, she will 
go crazy, “I'm feeding you.” If you say… how come she can 
respect me? Then simply I putted my sankalpam strongly - 
throwed it, "Get out." I pulled them here. I made them to sold that 
house - energetic way.  
Early morning, my early morning, 2:30, 3 a.m., I called several 
times the Clint, "Okay, you walk this way, go this way, go this 
way. What are these measurements? How much?" At the time his 
timing is day afternoon. Keep thinking, “What, what, what, 
what?” Much better I hope? 
 
Clint:  Yes, guruji. Yes. 
 
Swami:  At a stretch, I never give the decision. First I look at it, 
then slowly I took it, the shastra is that keen observation. Keen? 
 
Students: Observation.  
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Swami: The movements, everything step-by-step, then only you'll 
get succeed. Even I wasted four, five years, delaying the subject, 
immediately look at it, this way, this way, this way, no, nien, hun- 
un. Keen observation is important. Yes, you're succeeded, all 
angles you'll be succeed. Done. Anyhow, I hope Clint will prepare 
all the video show... 
  
Clint: Yes. 
 
Swami:  Three, four, five hours - you okay guys tomorrow night 
you can be awake? 
 
Students: Yes! 
 
Swami:  And try to chant as much as you can, do Shakti Gayatri, 
Nine Arrows minimum five hours, maximum ten hours. Complete 
be quiet, keep chanting, rise up the energy. Rise up the?  
 
Students: Energy.  
 
Swami:  We'll see the experiences what Baba will produce to us 
through Guru Parampara. Don't be confused in your life on the 
Guru Parampra's actions to reactions, whatever it is. You have to 
be like the monkey baby, you need to hold it no matter? 
 
Students: what.  
 
Swami: Monkey is jumping one branch to another branch. She 
never holds the baby. Once you practice that, then I'll be a tiger on 
you, taking care of my kids, protecting and keep watching how 
much your dedication is important, and your pure determination 
and dedication. Is it a deal?  
 
Students: Yes.  
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Swami: Hello?  
 
Students: YES!  
 
Swami: Something, you guys you're in a trance. Your Swami had 
little catched cold. I walked on top of the roof in the rainy time. It's 
okay, decharged…oooh, working, working, working, working 
non-stop working. Sometimes… I can't make a joke, it's not a 
joke…  I put my head down, legs up - the brain let it get the blood 
flow. It's called srishasana. Doing my maximum best, maximum 
best. By grace of Baba, something will come out,  the truth, the 
hidden ancient information out. I'm heartfully begging to him and 
the boss Jesus Christ… yes it will be supportful so far. Pretty good 
done, pretty good done, I'm satisfied. It is in the good hands. One 
more leg I need to put it. Stretch. Done. Relief. Relief.  
So it's time to go to big boss to harathi. So tomorrow you guys, 
and do that master and student links, and the illusion steps. Take 
examples, many examples.  Just I'm giving you one example, 
when you're walking in the garden, all of sudden from somewhere 
a cobra came and bit you. Question mark one, two, you're walking 
in the street - somebody came on the motorbike or in the car, they 
hitted you, and you got leg fractures. What is that illusion? 
Number four - you're super happy and ah, enjoying your life - all 
of sudden you went in depression, heartbroken, painful heart, lot 
of problems is keep hitting in your life. What is the inner 
mechanism of your soul doing it, is the receiving the unnecessary 
pain and heartbroken and problems?  Number five, always 
doubting nature, not thinking in a positive majority - why is that?  
On the five points, talk on it, it's natural subject. Natural?  
 
Students: Subject.  
 
Swami: Does it make sense? Hello?  
 
Students: Yes.  
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Swami: There is a lot of depth is there but whenever, even though 
he's talking but I keep listening it. But I'll clarify again, overall 
final remedy how to fix that. I'll give the remedies.  Okay? Good. 
So have a nice time and good sleep. Take care of your health. Be 
strong enough. Take care. Good night. 
 
Students: Thank you Swami. 
 

End of Talk 
 
 


